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• Chapter 1 and 2 discuss Anubandha Chatushtayam.

• This is a very important topic of any Shastra.

• In all other text books of Vedanta, Anubandha Chatushtayam is casually discussed in 3 
– 4 lines as Aside topic.

• Why Anubandha Chatushtayam is important?

• Because Shastram exists as exclusive Shastram only, if its own distinct Anubandha
Chatushtayam (AC) is there.

• Anubandha Chatushtayam is foundation on which Shastras exists as distinct Branch of 
knowledge.

• When other Shastras attack Vedanta, they attack Anubandha Chatustayam.

• Once Anubandha Chatustayam is pulled down, like a pack of cards, entire Shastra 
collapses.

Example : Chess Game

• In first 3 moves one can be check mated.

Shastras

Tarqa
Purva 

Mimamsa
Nyaya Veiseshika

Visishta
Advaitam

Dvaitam
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Brahma Sutra : 1st Sutra

Hence (is to be undertaken) thereafter a deliberation on Brahman. [I – I – 1]

• Jingyasa Adhikaranam.

• 1 – 5 Adhikaranams on Anubandha Chatustayam.

• Then it says :

Shastram Arambaniyam Nav.

Purva Pakshi :

• Vedanta Shastram Na Arambaniyam, not worth studying.

Purva Pakshi : Hetu – Reason

• Anubandha Chatustayam Abavat, Shastram Na Arambaniyam.

• Siddanta : 1st Adhikaranam of Brahma Sutra.

Hence (is to be undertaken) thereafter a deliberation on Brahman. [I – I – 1]

• Vedanta Shastra Arambaniyam Anubandha Chatustayam Satyatvat.

• How you prove Vedanta has Anubandha Chatustayam?

• By Shankara Adhyasa Bashyam.
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• Without establishing Adhyasa, Anubandha Chatustayam can’t be established.

• Shastram can’t start.

Ratna Prabha :

• Adhyasa Bashyam, most important Bashyam of Shankara.

• Establishes Anubandha Chatustayam.

• Therefore Atato Brahma Jingyasa.

• Utility of class is proved by Anubandha Chatustayam.

• Nishchaladasa dedicates Chapter 1 and 2 to establish Anubandha Chatustayam and 
establish Adhyasa.

Conclusion of Chapter 1 + 2 :

• Vedanta study not waste of time, worth studying.

Chapter 3 :

• How to study?

2 complimentary factors for study

ShastraGuru

• 2 legs to walk with in spiritual Journey, till you get Atma Nishta.
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Mundak Upanishad :

Let a brahmana (an aspirant), after he has examined the worlds gained by Karma, acquire freedom from all
desires, reflecting that nothing that is eternal can be gained by Karma. Let him, in order to obtain the
knowledge of the eternal, take sacrificial fuel (Samit) in his hands and approach that preceptor alone who
is well-versed in the Veda-s and is established in Brahman. [I – II – 12]

Gita :

Know that by long prostration, by question, and service; the wise who have realised the Truth will instruct
you in (that) Knowledge. [Chapter 4 – Verse 34]

All scriptures tell :

• Go to Guru, become Sishya to be helped by Guru.

• Don’t sit in a corner and ask “Who am I” – independently, without inputs from Guru 
and Shastra.
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• Without Shastra, Guru useless.

• Without Guru, Shastra useless.

• Sishya – Shas – Dhatu, Yogya, one who deserves teaching.

• Guru – has Yogyata for being a Guru.

Chapter 3

SishyaGuru

Lakshana Yogyata Lakshana Yogyata

• Title of Chapter 3 Samskrita Vichara Sagara Guru Sishya Svarupa Nirupanam.

• Nirupanam = Discussion of Nature and qualification of teacher and student.
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Topic 109 :

• Grantha Arambanam proposal – Pratingya.

• Proposal to start teaching in Chapter 4.

Chapter 3 : Nishchayatartham

• Suppose a spiritual seeker studies Chapter 1 + 2, he will see the Prayojanam, benefit, 
Moksha for a Mumukshu.

Gita :

My heart is overpowered by the taint of pity; my mind is confused as to duty. I ask Thee. Tell me decisively
what is good for me. I am Thy disciple. Instruct me, I have taken refuge in Thee. [Chapter 2 – Verse 7]
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• Guru Upasadanam = Approaching.

• Go to Guru, don’t send your car.

• Amanitvam – 1st qualification, Humility, can’t purchase Guru.

Kaivalya Upanishad / Mundak Upanishad / Mahanarayana Upanishad :

• Do Parayanam of Upanishad, primary Pramanam daily.

• Gita and Brahma Sutra – secondary Pramanam.

• Go to Guru who has thoroughly assimilated message of Vedanta Shastram.

• Central message of Vedanta :

I am not in the world.

World is a bubble in me.

• Sunishchitartha – well assimilated, ascertained by Guru.

The pure-minded seekers who through renunciation have firm understanding of the knowledge of the
Upanisads, being the immortal and absolute, are all totally liberated in brahman at the time of death.
[Verse 4]
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Gita :

Mundak Upanishad :

Arjuna Said : What, O Kesava, is the description of him who has steady wisdom and who is
merged in the superconscious state? How does one of steady wisdom speak, how does he sit,
how does he walk? [Chapter 2 – Verse 54]

Let a brahmana (an aspirant), after he has examined the worlds gained by Karma, acquire freedom from all
desires, reflecting that nothing that is eternal can be gained by Karma. Let him, in order to obtain the
knowledge of the eternal, take sacrificial fuel (Samit) in his hands and approach that preceptor alone who
is well-versed in the Veda-s and is established in Brahman. [I – II – 12]

• Studied Shastra through consistent way.
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Shankara :

• Aham Govinda Sishya.

• Bhagawat Pada = Vedanta Sampradaya.

• Adiyen, Means I am Sishya.

• Srotram Satgurum Asadhya Tad Prasadat by his grace, systemic teaching.

• Not by Vibhuti, Kumkum, keeping Padukas of Guru.

• Vedanta Granthi Patati, Guru teaches.

• Srunoti – Sishya – hears.

Guru Mystic

- Has been a Sishya - Jnani because of Purva Janma 
Anugraha.

Upajeevya Not Upajeevi Pramanam

- Primary Pramanam - Secondary Pramanam
- Validated by Pratyaksham.

Laukika Words :

• There is an elephant behind you.

• Secondary Pramanam.
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• Use Pratyaksha to confirm.

• Primary can’t be validated by other secondary Pramanams, have no access.

• This knowledge is called Sraddha.

Definition : Sraddha

• Upajeevya Pramana Svata Pramana Jnanam.

• Do Vichara only with Sraddha and Bhakti.

• Mimamsa, enquiry, word used only for Veda Purva and Vedanta Bhaga.

• Tarqa, Nyaya enquiry not called Mimamsa.

Mimamsa :

• Poojita Vichara.

• Enquiry not done with arrogance but with Sraddha and Bhakti.

• Before study of Dakshinamurti Storam and Brahma Sutra :

Do Namaskara to book itself.

• When devotional attitude is involved, enquiry is called Poojita Vichara, Mimamsa.

• Vedanta Grantha Patati, Mimamsam Karoti, Saha Eva Sishya, student.

• One who does not have intellectual arrogance is Sishya.

Pratingya – Proposition :

• Jnanam, Moksha Sadhanam Prapnoti, attains liberating knowledge, during Sravanam 
itself.
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• In Tradition, Guru – Sishya Samvada Rupena Vedanta Jnanam takes place.

• Gita, Prasno Upanishad, Keno Upanishad, Chandogya Upanishad, Taittriya Upanishad, 
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, Katho Upaishad.

Nishchaladasa :

• In keeping with that tradition presents Vichara Sagara in the same Samvada Rupa 
teaching.

2 Advantages

- Dialogue format easier to student 
to absorb teaching.

Example :
- Solid rice mixed with Rasam easy 

to digest.
- Upasadhanam for consuming 

Vedanta.
- Sukha Avabodaha Bavet.
- Easy understanding for Sishya.

- Indirect message to Humanity.
- Never study Vedanta by 

independently reading books.
- Go to Guru.

Chapter 3 – Lakshanam

SishyaGuru
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Topic 110 :

Jnani Guru

- Need not be Guru
- Has Jnanam

- Has to be Jnani
- Must have Jnanam
- Status requires communication 

skill and capacity to convince 
Sishya’s questions.

- Scholarship, Erudition in Shastra 
required.
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Moksha :

• Requires only Jnanam, not too much scholarship required.

• Brahmachari – Taittriya Bashyam, does Veda Adyayana, Chants Veda.

Karma Yoga + Upasana Yoga Jnana Yoga

- Based on Veda Purva - Based on Vedanta

• Adhyayanam = Acquisition of text books to memory, Veda Bashyam Chanting, enquire 
meaning.

Kaivalya Upanishad :

The pure-minded seekers who through renunciation have firm understanding of the knowledge of the
Upanisads, being the immortal and absolute, are all totally liberated in brahman at the time of death.
[Verse 4]

• Jiva Brahma Aikyam Dridhatara Nishchayam.

• I am not Jiva in the world but I am Brahman in whom this world is existing.

Paritoshtara Atma Sakshavan :

• Can say Aham Brahma Asmi, without comma – “thus declares Upanishads”.
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• To remove comma is Mananam and Nididhyasanam.

• Sravanam is for writing, saying, Aham Brahma Asmi.

• It is not words of Guru or Upanishads but I should declare it and mean it.

• Sakshatkaram, Parinishta, Brahmisthithi of Gita Chapter 2, Atma Nishta.

• Saha Eva Guru.

• One who knows the path, can guide others to destination.

• Scholarship without Sakshatkaram useless.

• How many Upanishads have gone through you?

• Mere studying and getting P.hd no use.

• Must have Sakshatkara, Aparoksha Jnanam.

• One who has not come to binary format, can’t be Guru.

• Guru must say Roaringly, you are Brahman, not in a mild voice.

• You are not Annamaya Kosha Loud, you are Brahman can’t be softer than that….

• “Tat Tvam Asi” – should Roar from Guru’s mouth not that it is said in Chandogyo
Upanishad – 6th Chapter.

• You are free here and now, must be clear.

Mystic Guru :

• Gained knowledge in Purva Janma – Yoga Brashta, Gita Chapter 6.
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• Because of some obstacle, reborn.

• Does not need systematic study.

Mystic Guru will say :

• You should experience everything without being experiencer.

How?

• If Guru answers it will become process, finite and finite can’t be truth.

Gita : Chapter 5

I do nothing at all, thus would the harmonised knower of Truth think – seeing, hearing,
touching, smelling, eating, going, sleeping, breathing... [Chapter 5 – Verse 8]

• We have systematic analysis of Sharira Trayam, Avasta Trayam, Ahamkara – Sakshi 
Viveka and can explain how we can experience without being experiencer.

• I can give answer with Shastra, not without Shastra.

• Hence Shastra is Pramanam.



• Kevala Brahma Nishta without Shastram can never be a Guru.

• In Chapter 13 – Gita Bashyam, Shankara says, never go to a Guru who doesn’t have 
Sampradaya of teaching.

• Can do namaskara to mystic but do not go to him for Jnanam.

• Mystic, Svayam Muktaha, himself liberated, can’t help others.

• Hence we must learn traditional books like Gita, Upanishad first with guru.

Revision (89) :

Topic 110 : Important Message

• Students have wrong notion that sharp intellect and deep Tarqa knowledge are 
required for Moksha.

• Tarqa is required only to know limitation of Tarqa.

• Knowing limitation will enhance our Sraddha in Shastram.

• With Sraddha don’t require sharp intellect or deep Tarqa knowledge.

Gita : Chapter 4

1138



• Greater Sraddha + Greater intellect = Most fortunate (Karpoora Buddhi).

• Common sense intellect more than enough for Atma Jnanam through Gita and 
Upanishad.

Katho Upanishad :

The man who is full of faith, who is devoted to It, and who has subdued the senses,
obtains (this) Knowledge; and having obtained knowledge, ere long he goes to the supreme
peace. [Chapter 4 – Verse 39]

Greater Sraddha – Lesser Intellect Greater Intellect – Lesser Sraddha

- Tattva Drishti
- More fortunate
- Superior

- Less fortunate
- Inferior

This knowledge which thou hast obtained is not attainable by argumentation ; it is easy to understand it, O 
dearest, when thaught by a teacher who beholds no difference (between one Self and another) ; thou art 
fixed in Truth. May we have, O! Naciketas, an enquirer like thee? [I – II – 9]

1139
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• Tarqa and perception deal with Anatma.

Prayer of Student :

• Give me more Sraddha.

• During Poonal, Sraddha Devi Puja done (Mother).

Sraddha Sukhtam :

The self-existent (Brahma) created the senses with outgoing tendencies ; therefore, man beholds the
external universe and not the internal Self (Atman). But only some wise man desirous of Immortality, with
eyes averted (turned within and with his senses turned away) from sensual objects, sees the Atman within.
[II – I – 1]
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• Vedanta does not require Sharper intellect and deep Tarqa Jnanam.

• To gain liberating knowledge and Moksha, Sharper intellect and Tarqa not required.

• They are required if person wants to play the role of a Guru.

• Some students with sharp intellect, might have studied tarqa and will shoot questions.

• Guru must convince them.

• Brahma Sutra – Chapter 2 – Vyasa talks to all philosophers.

Brahma Sutra :

If it be said that in consequence of the non-finality of reasoning we must frame our conclusions 
otherwise; (we reply that) thus also there would result non-release. [ II – 1 – 11 ] 

In Sadhana Chatustaya Sampatti include :

• Kshama, Dama, Uparama, Titiksha, Sraddha.

• If Guru is without Tarqa Jnanam, when students have sharp intellect, Guru will always 
be in Pins + Needles.

• He can’t give reasons to convince students.

• Do vedic rituals, you will be in Advantageous position, builds Sraddha.
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Veda :

• Upajeevya Pramanam Svata Pramana Jnanam.

• Non Questioning students are blessed students.

• Will get knowledge and liberation in this life itself.

• Only common sense intellect is required, not sharp intellect.

• Only scholar Jnani can welcome all students including scientists.

• Why Guru must have scholarship in Brahma Vidya and have Tarqa Jnanam?

• Student knows only Dvaitam logically.

• Nyaya (By Gautama), Veiseshikas (By Kanaada Muni).

• Vedanta reveals Advaitam.
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• In Mukti, Consciousness, matter will be different, Jiva – Jada bheda eternal.

• Tarqa tells forcefully fully with Paksha, Hetu, Sadhya, Drishtanta.

• Gives logic to establish Dvaitam.

• Does not allow Guru to proceed.

5 fold differences in Dvaitam is 
established with logic

Jiva Ishvara

- No Aikyam 
possible.

- Jivatma 
can’t be 
Paramatma.

Jiva Jiva

- Eternally 
different

- Difference 
between 2 
Mukta Jivas

Jiva - Jada

- Jada Anatma 
Matter

- Consciousness 
and matter 
eternally 
different

- Consciousness 
always 
consciousness

- Matter always 
matter.

Ishvara 

- Nimitta 
Karanam 
and not 
material 
cause,
Upadana 
Karanam

Matter and 
Matter

- 2 objects 
different.
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(IV) Ishvara only Nimitta Kaaranam not material cause, Upadana Karanam.

• Matter alone Upadana Karanam.

• Nimitta and Upadana different.

• Matter, creation different.

• Bhagavan and world eternally different.

• Ishvara = Upadana and Nimitta Karanam.

• Karya – Kaarana Bhedayoho Abheda, Advaitin establishes.

• Tarqa logically argues Bheda Asti.

• Ishvara – Jada Bheda Asti.

(V) Jadatma Paraspara Bheda :

• 2 inert objects different.

• Akasha, Vayu, Agni, Jalam different eternally.

Kaivalya Upanishad :

For me there is neither Earth nor Water nor Fire, nor Air, nor Ether. Thus realising the nature of the 
Paramatman… the one who is in the cavity of the heart, who is without parts, without a second, the 
Witness of all, beyond both existence and non-existence, one attains the very nature of the Paramatman.
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Mundak Upanishad :

Verily, all this is the Immortal Brahman. He is everywhere – above, below, in front, at the back, on the right,
on the left. All this world is indeed the Supreme Brahman. [II – II – 11]

• Guru uses Tarqa to negate Tarqa students.

Brahma Sutra :

That (is Brahman) from which (are derived) the birth etc. of this (Universe)
[I – I – 2]

Purva Pakshi :

• Establishes Ishvara different from world.

Logic :

• Be sound in Tarqa to refute Tarqa.

• Guru with deep knowledge of Tarqa capable of throwing out Pancha Vida Bheda.

• Atma Eva Satyam.
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• Vaithathya, Advaita, Alatashanti Prakaranams…

• Sat comes from Sat or Asat, Asat comes from Sat or Asat.

• Upanishad 12 Verses enough for Jnanam and Moksha.

• Bheda Bayam Bavati.

• With Tarquika student need more skill to teach as student is soaked in Pancha Vida 
Bheda.

Guru’s Argument :

I) Tarqa establishes Dvaitam as Satyam, ultimate truth.

• Dvaitam, Bheda is cause of Samsara.

• Therefore, Tarqa Shastra is cause of Samsara, very big task to convince.

For Those

Without SraddhaWith Sraddha

- Karika written to refute 
sharp intellect

Upanishad enough
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Taittriya Upanishad :

When this seeker attains the fearless oneness with Brahman who is invisible, incorporeal, inexplicable and
unsupported, then he becomes free from fear. When however, he makes even the slightest distinction in
Brahman, then there is danger for him. That every same Brahman Himself becomes the source of fear for
him who makes a difference and who reflects not to the same effect, there is the following Vaidika Verse.
[2 - 7 - 3]

• Vedanta Reveals Advaitam as truth.

• Tarquis don’t accept because of Lack of Sraddha.

• Veda = Pramanam accepted establishes Dvaitam, it’s a contradiction.

• Jivatma – Paramatma Bheda is cause of fear, Samsara, Dasoham.

• Follow Dvaitam temporarily to attain Sadhana Chatustaya Sampatti.

• Come to Upanishad texts not shapa, Shaiva, Vaishnava, Agama Granthams.

• They are useful only for Chitta Shuddhi.
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• With Advaita Jnanam attain Sakshatkara Anubhava.

• To give Advaita Jnanam, Guru must have scholarship.

• Avidyadhi Sarva Mala Shyam, Advitiyam Brahma Aham Asmi, iti Sakshat Aparokshat
Anubava Karoti.

• Student changes format, says :

I am  nondual Brahman, free of impurities, duality.

• When Sishya becomes reformed, says : 

Sarvoapi Samsara Drishya Prapancha Dvaita Prapancha Svapna… Mithya Bavati.

• Entire material world does not exist separate from consciousness.

Mandukya Upanishad : 4th Chapter – Alatashanti Prakaranam

One Tip of Agarbatti in a dark room One Tip of consciousness

- On Rotation
- Appears as circle, plurality of 

patterns.
- Not reality

- In seeming motion
- Appears as whole cosmos, 

pluralistic matter.
- Not reality

• Drishya Prapancha is object of my experience – Dvaitam.

• Pancha Vidha Dvaitam, dualistic in nature.

• Svapnadhi Vatu, is exactly like Svapna.
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• Because of Moola Vidya, Mithya Jagat appears, like dream, not factual.

Tattva Drishti Tarqa Drishti

- With Gita, Upanishads study 
over.

- Be Tattva Drishti with Sraddha

- Requires Brahma Sutra, 
Mandukya Karika, Advanced 
Granthas.

Revision (90) :

Chapter 3 :

Nishchaladasa - Discusses

QualificationImportance of Guru

Brahma NishtaSrotriya

Gurus

3 Levels

Madhyama KanishtaUttama
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Uttama Madhyama Kanishta

- Scholarly Aparoksha 
Jnani.

- Srotriya, Brahma 
Nishta.

- Kevala Srotriya
- Scholarly Paroksha

Jnani.
- Has Sufficient 

Scholarship to defend 
and teach.

- Srotriyam
- Sishya not misguided

- Mystic 
- Unscholarly Aparoksha 

Jnani.
- Kevala Brahma Nishta.
- Does not have 

methodology, 
tools to teach.

- Did not study under 
Guru.

- Can’t defend teaching.
- Has Purva Janma 

Vasana
- Can’t communicate.

Mundak Upanishad :

Let a brahmana (an aspirant), after he has examined the worlds gained by Karma, acquire freedom from all
desires, reflecting that nothing that is eternal can be gained by Karma. Let him, in order to obtain the
knowledge of the eternal, take sacrificial fuel (Samit) in his hands and approach that preceptor alone who
is well-versed in the Veda-s and is established in Brahman. [I – II – 12]
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• Tradition says go to Srotriya Brahma Nishta Guru.

• Once we reject Shastra, we will be in trouble.

• Kevala Srotru or Kevala Nishta stepping stones.

• Srotirya Brahma Nishta Guru alone can give liberation.

• Kevala Brahma Nishta – liberated but can’t help Sishya.

• Nishchaladasa dealing with teaching.

• Srotriya Brahma Nishta = Uttama Guru.

Realisation :

• “I should be able to claim Aparoksha Jnanam”.

• Sarvopi Samsara Drishya Prapancha Dvaitaha, Svapnadhivatu.

• Entire Drishya Prapancha, Dvaitam called Samsara is like Dream world, Seen, appears 
not real, Mithya.

• World, Mayi Bhasate, appears in me the pure Chaitanyam, Brahman.

• It is Mithya, appearing in me, Chaitanyam, not Sthula, Sukshma Shariram.

• Chin Matram Vatu, Svapnadhi Vatu.

• Jagrat Prapancha, exactly like Svapna Prapancha as far as Mithyatvam is concerned.

• Whether both of them are equal Mithya or unequal Mithya, can be debated.
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Example :

• Fake 500 Rs not superior to fake 100 Rs.

• Here Mithya Pratibhasate

↑

Adverb, appears falsely

• Sva Agyana Vashat, Due to Atma Agyanam, Moola Avidya, Maya.

• Mayaya Pratibhasate, iti Aparokshataya Sakshat Janiyat.

• Srotriya Brahma Nishta Guru alone capable of Systematic teaching, Upadesha, not 
whispering.

• Atma Tatvam = Truth about oneself.

• Dur Darshan – very difficult, sharp.

Katho Upanishad :

“The wise sage, renounces joy and sorrow by means of meditation on the inner Self, recognises the 
Ancient, who is difficult to be seen, is hidden in the cave of the heart, dwells in the abyss, is lodged in the 
intelligence and seated amidst miserable surroundings indeed.” [I – II – 12]

• Dur darshana Atma – Adhbhuta Atma.
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Gita :

One sees This as a wonder; another speaks of This as a wonder; another hears of This as a wonder; yet,
having heard, none understands This at all! [Chapter 2 - Verse 29]

• Greatest wonder in the universe = Atma not 7 old, 7 new wonders.

• One present wonder = Atma = I.

• Indrushe Upadrushta eva Acharya Iti Uchyate.

• He alone is Acharya, who releases Sishya from Crocodile of Samsara.

• Samsara is Maha Graha Grastham Sishyam.

• Sishya is under grip of Grahaha, Crocodile, Shark.

• Once Crocodile grips, it will never give up.

• Samsara = Biggest Crocodile.

• One who releases Sishya = Guru.

• In Vision of Nishchaladasa, Guru and Acharya, Synonomous, same, one who teaches 
scriptures.
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• Achinoti Shastra Aryartha – Acharye Sthapanath it Svayam Acharate Asmat Achinoti
Shastrayartham.

• One who extracts central message of Shastra and follows it in his life and makes also 
the Sishya follow.

• The teacher is aligned with himself in Binary format.

• Tatparyam of Veda not Annamaya Kosha.

Central Message of Vedas :

• Brahma Satyam, Jagan Mithya, Aham Braheiva Na Paraha.

• Acharya extracts this from scriptures, follows it in his life and makes Sishya follow.

• How?

• Svayam Acharate Yasmat.

• Makes teaching alive by living it himself.

• Follows binary format and hands it over to Sishya.

Acharya

AacharayatiAcharati
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Guru :

• Removes Andhakara – Internal Darkness.

Gita :

Out of mere compassion for them, I, dwelling within their heart, destroy the darkness born of ignorance by
the luminous lamp of knowledge. [Chapter 10 - Verse 11]

• Bhagawan lights up lamp of Atma Jnanam and removes internal darkness of self 
ignorance.

• GU = Self knowledge.

• RU = Andakara, Tan Nivartakaha.

• Remover of darkness by lighting lamp of self knowledge.

• Brahma Andhakara Nashitvat.

• Guru – removes Brahman ignorance, self ignorance.

• Guru – Acharya.
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• Grinati – Gru – To teach scriptures Upadeshanti iti Guruhu.

• Tan Mukhatvat Mochayanti.

• Samsara Graha Mukhat, Releases from the mouth of crocodile of Samsara, by teaching 
Advaita Brahman.

• Taken from Gurugita in Skanda Puranam.

• It has 4 chapters – 200 verses.

Dialogue :

• Shiva – Parvati Devi.

2 Types of Guru

- Takes away ignorance as Dakshinam.
- Real Guru
- Takes away Samsara Tapam, 

Dukham from the mind of Sishya.
- Srotriya Brahma Nishta Guru.

- Takes away money from 
Sishya by taking Dakshina.
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Topic 111 :

• Qualification of student taught in Chapter 1 + 2 – Anubandha Chatushtayam.

• Adhikari, Vishaya, Sambandha, Prayojanam.

• Sishya = should have Sadhana Chatushtaya Sampatti – 4 D’s.

• If Sadhana Chatustaya Sampatti is lacking, Vedanta boring.

• If Sadhana Chatustaya Sampatti in full measure, Vedanta interesting.

• Vedanta Grantha Pravirthi Sampadakam.

• Sadhana Chatustya Sampatti is generator of interest in Vedantic study which produces 
Moksha.

• Local wealth can’t purchase Moksha.

• Sadhana Chatustaya Sampatti is inner wealth to purchase Moksha.

• This is Sishya’s qualification.
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Topic 112 :

Importance of Guru Bhakti :

In Gita :

Karma Yoga Jnana Yoga

- Ishvara Bhakti highlighted
Gita :

- Mayi sarvani karmani… [3 – 30]

- Ishvara + Guru Bhakti highlighted
Svestasvatara Upanishad :

- Yasya Devai para… [6 - 23]
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Gita :

Svetasvatara Upanishad :

Renouncing all actions in Me, with the mind centered on the Self, free from hope and egoism (ownership),
free from (mental) fever, (you) do fight! [Chapter 3 – Verse 30]

These truths, when taught, shine forth only in that high-souled one who has supreme devotion to God,
and an equal degree of devotion to the spiritual teacher. They shine forth in that high-souled one only.
[Chapter 6 – Verse 23]

• Jnana Yogi – has equal Bhakti for Guru and Ishvara, he alone grasps the teaching 
completely.

Nischaladasa :

• Goes one step further.
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• Sishyas Bhakti for Guru should be one notch higher than Ishvara Bhakti because he 
teaches directly for Moksha.

• Unique topic here.

Kaivalya Upanishad :

• Gurus words, Shastric words, Srotriya Brahma Nishta not Kevala Brahma Nishta.

• Faith in words of Guru = Sraddha.

• Bhakti is devotion to teaching.

Gita :

To him, the grandsire said, "May you know through sraddha, trust in the teaching, bhakti, commitment, 
and dhyana, meditation."  [Verse 2]

Know that by long prostration, by question, and service; the wise who have realised the Truth will instruct
you in (that) Knowledge. [Chapter 4 – Verse 34]
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• When Sishya has too fat ego, it is difficult to do Namaskara.

• Even if you know Tarqa, Mimamsa, Vyakaranam, you can’t study Shastra by yourself.

• Can’t study independently, can’t get direct knowledge, Aparoksha Jnanam.

Chandogya Upanishad :

• Narada had P.hd in 24 subjects, still had Samsara.

• Went to Guru Sanatkumara.

• Humility is hallmark of a Sishya.

Kevala Jnana Nishta :

• Attained Jnanam in last birth with Guru, can’t teach.

Gita :

• Spiritual prodigy had Guru in last birth.

There, he comes to be united with the knowledge acquired in his former body and strives more than
before for perfection, O son of the Kurus. [Chapter 6 – Verse 43]
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Katho Upanishad :

• Moksha not by learning to chant, self study, through intelligence.

Chandogya Upanishad :

This knowledge which thou hast obtained is not attainable by argumentation ; it is easy to understand it, O 
dearest, when thaught by a teacher who beholds no difference (between one Self and another) ; thou art 
fixed in Truth. May we have, O! Naciketas, an enquirer like thee? [I – II – 9]

This Atman cannot be attained by the study of Veda-s nor by intelligence, not by much hearing. It is gained 
by him who chooses (prays to) this (Atman) alone. To him this Atman reveals Its true nature. [I – II – 23]

And as someone may remove that person’s blindfold and say, ‘Gandhāra is this way; go this way,’ and the
intelligent man goes from one village to another, asking his way and relying on the information people
give, until he reaches Gandhāra; similarly, a person who gets a teacher attains knowledge. His delay is only
as long as he is not free of his body. After that he becomes merged in the Self. [6 - 14 - 2]
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• Acharyavan Purusho Veda.

• Person without Guru can get only Paroksha Jnanam.

Chandogya Upanishad :

• Person who has an Acharya will certainly gain Jnanam.

Vivekchoodamani :

[Satyakāma said,] ‘I have heard from revered ones like you that a person learns best when he learns from a
competent teacher.’ The teacher then, taught Satyakāma everything. Nothing was left out. [4 - 9 - 3]

Even though slight or moderate, this longing for liberation may bear fruit through the grace of the Guru 
and through detachment, calmness of mind etc. [ Verse 28] 

• Even unqualified student becomes qualified in front of Acharya.

• Guru Bhakti must be higher than Ishvara Bhakti.
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Illustration :

• Ocean water – if thirsty can’t drink, water everywhere, not a drop to drink.

• Surya Bhagavan absorbs salt from ocean water and leaves unwanted portion in the 
clouds in the sky which pour as rainy water.

• Rainy water useful to quench thirst.

• Veda = Ocean – Samudram has Dvaitam (Salt) and Advaitam (Pure water).

• Veda Purva Bhaga has Dvaitam, Karma Yoga and Upasana Yoga – Arthavada portion.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

• Acharya who is like Surya filters Veda and gives pure water (Atma Jnanam) to Sishya to 
attain Moksha.

Revision (91) :

• Guru is important because we can’t extract message of Shastram directly.

• Dvaitam has to be taken temporarily in Adhyaropa Phase, during Srishti concept.

He was afraid. Therefore people (still) are afraid to be alone. He thought, ‘If there is nothing else but me,
what am I afraid of?’ From that alone his fear was gone, for what was there to fear? It is from a second
entity that fear comes. [I – IV – 2]
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• Karya Karana Prakriya should be negated during Apavada Kale (secret only from Guru –
Shastra does not say so).

• Without Guru, we will be drinking Shaaraha, Saline water from ocean.

• Falling in ocean, Sisya more thirsty.

• By Tarqa, Mimamsa, Adhyaropa is understood.

• Knowledge is mixed with Dvaitam.

• Student will remain in Bheda, Dasoham Bhavana.

• Sishya should go to Soham Bavana one day.

• Without Soham, Dasoham incomplete, will ever be in ∆ format.

• According to students own resources, he will conclude Dasoham is the Teaching.

• Dasoham must be rejected and displace with Soham.

• From Veda he is drinking Advaitam (water) contaminated with Dvaitam (salt).

• Guru retains only Advaitam.



Katho Upanishad :

Brihadaranayaka Upanishad :

By mind alone could this (Brahman) be obtained (realised) ; then there is no difference here at all. He, who 
sees any difference here, goes from death to death. [II – I – 11]

He was afraid. Therefore people (still) are afraid to be alone. He thought, ‘If there is nothing else but me,
what am I afraid of?’ From that alone his fear was gone, for what was there to fear? It is from a second
entity that fear comes. [I – IV – 2]

Taittriya Upanishad :

1166
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• Dvaitam will ever be subjected to Janma, Marana cycle.

• Sishya will continue to be a Samsari inspite of coming to Veda.

• All Dvaita philosophers promise Moksha after death.

• Advaita philosophers promise Nitya Moksha, Niratishaya Moksha (Unbroken, 
unsurpassed Ananda Svarupa).

• Nitya unsurpassed Ananda here and now.

When this seeker attains the fearless oneness with Brahman who is invisible, incorporeal, inexplicable and
unsupported, then he becomes free from fear. When however, he makes even the slightest distinction in
Brahman, then there is danger for him. That very same Brahman Himself becomes the source of fear for
him who makes a difference and who reflects not to the same effect, there is the following Vaidika Verse.
[2 - 7 - 3]
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Guru :

• Soham Bavana is available fact, not an achievable goal in future.

• A fact to be claimed.

• Moksha is the nature not a promise.

• Moksha not a goal like mirage water.

• Sishya will be constantly looking for it.

• Guru instils Jiva – Brahma Aika Bava, Soham Bava in Jnana Yoga Kale, negates Dasoham
Bavana of Karma Yoga Kala.

• Soham is a fact, the nature, immediacy of Moksha should be drilled.

• Moksha not Sadhyam, not Vedic promise, instantaneously, always available nature.

• Moksha as Goal = Mirage water.

• Moksha exists only as my nature.

• Sadhya Moksha = Temporary introduction.

• Such an instantaneous Moksha is presented and must be claimed.

• Sadrusha Brahma Atma Vidaha.

• He alone is called Sat Guru who never promises Moksha because you can’t get 
Moksha.

• Moksha happens to be Svarupa, understand thoroughly.
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• Nirathishayam Brahmananda Anubavati.

• Claim Brahma Ananda as own nature, superlative Ananda, non experiential Ananda, 
superior to Deva Amrutam.

Taittriya Upanishad :

A Hundredfold the bliss of Prajapati is the unit of measure of the Bliss of Brahman, which is in no way
greater than the bliss of one who is a Srotriya and who, in his experience of the Reality, is devoid of all
other desires. [2 - 8 - 11]

The reality in the core of man and the reality which is in the sun are one. He who knows this, on Leaving
from this world, first attains the Atman made of food, next the Atman made of Prana, next attains the
Atman made of mind, next attains Atman made of buddhi and lastly attains the Atman made of Bliss…
Regarding this there is the following Vaidika Verse.[2 - 8 - 12]
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What is Role of Guru?

Samudra Jalam Guru

I)  Svabavataha Sharam, Saline by 
nature.

II) Drink without desalination, salty.
III) Surya Bhagavan :

- Cosmic desalination plant.
- Prasno Upanishad glorifies rain and 

sun.
IV) Water Absorbed in clouds.

- Wind brings rain bearing clouds at 
appropriate time.

- Oceanic water filtered.
- Pure rain water can be drunk.

I) Veda :
- Mix of Dvaitam, Advaitam.
- Dvaitam like ocean water with impurities.

II) Experience Samsara if taken without Guru.
III) Guru :

- Like Surya
IV) Sampradaya Guru initially accepts 

Adhyaropa, Srishti – Karta, Sishya, Pujya –
Pujaka, Upasya – Upasaka, worshipper, 
worshipped, meditator, meditated, father –
son.

Mandukya Upanishad : Karika
- Upasanasrito dharmo jate… [3 – K – 1]
- Laukika, Shastriya Dvaitam accepted initially 

as cause of Janma, Maranam, Dukham.
- Any Dvaitam is Samsara, rejected.
- Sishya afraid to drop Shastric Dvaitam, has 

fear.
- Guru gives strength to drop Bhagawan also.
- All Dvaitams are superimposition on me the 

Adhishtanam, the ultimate reality.
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Sat Guru :

• Has Jiva Brahaiva Aikya Anubhava Jnanam.

• Claims I am Brahman.

• Teaching efficacious.

• Atma Adhigamya Bavati.

• Teaching fits for Sishya’s reception.

• Guru must express Sishya clearly, not impress student.

• If Guru impresses, Sishya will only say he is a scholar but will not understand.

• What Atma is revealed? Nitya, Nirathishaya, Aparoksham, Akhanda Ananda Svarupa 
Atma.

• Vedic message, Tat Paryam must be grasped by Tradition valuing disciple.

Mandukya Upanishad : Karika

The individual ego taking to the Path of Devotion (Upasana) imagines itself to be related to the
manifest Brahman, who is supposed by it as having Manifested Himself. Such an ego is said to
be of narrow intellect because it thinks that before Creation, all was of the nature of the
unborn Reality. [3 - K - 1]
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Topic 113 :

Consolidating 2 types of Gurus

MadhyamaUttama

Uttama :

• Communicates teaching.

• Presents Brahman as Nitya, Aparoksha…
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• He himself is Brahman, not Paroksha Vastu.

• Sishya receives as Aparoksha.

• Madhyama guru not bold to say, you are Brahman or bold to say I am Brahman.

Sishya will Say :

• Shastra says “Tat Tvam Asi”.

• Brahman is extraordinary thing, not I am Brahman.

• Srotriya Brahma Nishta Guru - Uttama Guru.

• Kevala Srotriya – Madhyama Guru.

• Guru repeats words of Shastras like Phataka – Parrot.

Example :

• You take to ocean a leather bag or earthen pot, you will take same Samudra saline 
water, one cannot enjoy the benefit to quench thirst.

Madhyama, Paataka Guru Uttama Guru

- Similar to leather bag or pot.
- Reject, Kevala Srotriya Guru.
- Don’t know how to filter.

- Like Surya who opens the Lotus
- Opens Vedantic teaching

How to know difference?

• Won’t know, Pray to God, who will replace the Guru when time is ripe.

• Example – Chinmaya – Tapovan Maharaj.
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Madhyama Guru Uttama Guru

- Has only Paroksha Jnanam
- Does not have courage to reject 

Dasoham Bhavana.

- Removes Dasoham Bavana and 
replaces with Soham.

- Advaitam is carefully culled out 
and taught.

Guru Stotram :

(Salutations to the Guru) Who is the Embodiment of All Srutis (Vedanta) which Equally Shine (He being the
Essence of them) like Jewel worn on the Head, Who is the Sun blossoming the Lotus of Vedanta.
Salutations to that Guru. [Verse 6]

Vedanta :

• Like Lotus Bud, will not fully open unless Surya Bhagawan comes out and opens the 
Lotus.

• Guru causes opening of Vedanta to Advaitam.

• Guru absorbs Advaita Jalam.

• Aparoksha Jnani Guru like cloud filled with pure water which can be drunk.

• Mumukshu Rejects Madhyama Guru and goes to Uttama Guru.
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• Goes to Megha like Uttama Guru.

• See confidence of Guru when he teaches Moksha, not as a Goal, but as a fact.

• I am Mukta and you are also Mukta.

• Confidence is indication of Uttama Guru.

Mundak Upanishad :

• Getting Uttama Guru is Ishvaras grace.

Vivekchoodamani :

Let a brahmana (an aspirant), after he has examined the worlds gained by Karma, acquire freedom from all
desires, reflecting that nothing that is eternal can be gained by Karma. Let him, in order to obtain the
knowledge of the eternal, take sacrificial fuel (Samit) in his hands and approach that preceptor alone who
is well-versed in the Veda-s and is established in Brahman. [I – II – 12]

Very rare indeed are these three things and happen only due to the utmost Grace of God—a human birth, 
a burning desire for liberation, and the blessed refuge of an illuminated sage. [Verse 3] 
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• We can never know who is Uttama Guru.

Example :

• Blind holds another man, won’t know guide is blind or with sight.

• Bhagawan arranges Kanishta, Madhyama, Uttama Guru according to our capabilities.

Gita :

Know that by long prostration, by question, and service; the wise who have realised the Truth will instruct
you in (that) Knowledge. [Chapter 4 – Verse 34]

Revision (92) :

Qualifications of Guru

Brahma NishtamSrotriyam

• Guru like cloud, Absorbs pure water from ocean leaving salty portion and gives to 
mankind as rain.
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Bheda Abheda Vadis

w.r.t. Branches / Leavesw.r.t. one Tree

• They accept both Bheda and Abheda equally real.

• Where is Tatparya of Sruti?

Veda Vakhyams

Abheda Bheda AbhedaBheda

- Accept - Reject
- Accepts both and 

Abheda as equal reality.

- Reject

- As part
- Avayava Drishtya
- Plurality
- Anekaha

- As total, one tree.
- Avayavi Drishtya
- Singularity
- Ekaha
- Nonduality
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad – Bashyam :

That is Whole, this is Whole ; from the Whole, the Whole becomes manifest. From the Whole, when the Whole

is negated, what remains is again the Whole.

Gita :

Brahman is the oblation; Brahman is the clarified butter, and so on, constituting the offerings; by Brahman 
is the oblation poured into the fire of Brahman; Brahman verily, shall be reached by him who always sees 
Brahman in all actions. [Chapter 4 – Verse 24]

• Shankara – Tatparyam can’t be in Bheda, Bheda Abheda but only in Abheda.

• Upon that Abinnam Brahman, all Bhedas are Adhyastham through Maya.

Abheda Bheda

Satyam Mithya
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• Mithya Bheda Visishta, Satya Abheda is Veda Tatparyam.

• This must be clearly understood, extracted through Sruti, Yukti, Anubava Pramana.

• Goal of Sishya through Upakramadhi Tatparya Nishchaya.

• Guru who is convinced of this Tatparyam and who has all resources to communicate 
this Tatparyam is Brahma Nishta Guru alone.

• Recommended by Sruti (Mundak Upanishad) and Smriti (Gita).

Jnaninaha Tatwa Darshinaha

Srotriya Brahma Nishta

Bheda and Bheda Abheda Vakyam Abheda Vakyams

- Salt to be left below - Absorbed
- Pure Water
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Topic 114 :

• Possible Purva Pakshi – Question and Answer.

• Veda has come from Bhagawan – Apaurusheyam.

• Other texts, Paurusheyam, from human beings.

Shabda Pramanam

VeidikaLaukika
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Laukika Vidika

- Written by Human
- Dushta
- Can’t give Jnanam
- Deficient
- Beginning Chapter 4 is a waste
- Upajeevi Pramanam
- Will have Purusha Buddhi.
- Dushta Pramanam
- Vichara Sagara is Laukika

Paurusheya Shabda Pramanam.
- Will not give knowledge.

- Adushta
- Jiva Brahma Aikyam only by 

Analysing Upanishadic Vakyam.
- Upajeevya Pramanam
- From Bhagawan
- Study Brahman from Veda 

Pramanam only.
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Nishchaladasa :

Mundak Upanishad :

He who knows that Supreme Brahman becomes Brahman, and in his line (family), none who knows not the
Brahman will ever be born. He crosses grief; crosses sin, and being free from the knots-of-the-heart,
becomes immortal. [III – II – 9]

• Whoever knows Brahman is Brahman only, as good as Brahman, Ishvara in human 
body, Jnani.

• Treat Jnani not as Jiva.

• Words from his mouth keeping with Brahman.

• Any word from Jnani has status of Apaurusheya Vakyam, not Laukika Vakyam.

• Jnani is Srotriya Brahma Nishta.

• His words are Pramanam.

Another Purva Pakshi :

Mundak Upanishad :



• Jnani attained Jnanam through Vedanta Vigyanam, not Paurusheya Grantha.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

Having well ascertained beyond all doubts the exact import of the Upanisads and having purified their
minds with the ‘Yoga of renunciation’ all anchorites attain the world of Brahman having attained
immortality and at the time of death become fully liberated. [III – II – 6]

1183
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• Brahman = Aupinasham Siddham.

• Upanishad Pramana Matram Vedyam.

• Can be known only through Upanishadic Pramanam.

• Smriti + Brahma Sutra – not accepted independently.

• Can give knowledge only, if studied alongwith Upanishads.

• Vivekchudamani, Panchadasi, Nishchaladasa, Anubhuti Prakasha – give Paroksha
Jnanam.

• Original Pramanam = Upanishads.

• Other Prashada – text books, Anubhava Virodha, Adarshanat.

Nishchaladasa :

• All Shabda Pramanam, uniform even if language is different.

‘On what do the body and the heart rest?’ ‘On the Prāṇa.’ ‘On what does the Prāṇa rest?’ ‘On the Apāna.’ 
‘On what does the Apāna rest?’ ‘On the Vyāna.’ ‘On what does the Vyāna rest?’ ‘On the Udāna.’ ‘On what 
does the Udāna rest?’ ‘On the Samāna.’ This self is That which has been described as ‘Not this, not this.’ It 
is imperceptible, for It is never perceived; undecaying, for It never decays; unattached, for It is never 
attached; unfettered—It never feels pain, and never suffers injury. ‘These are the eight abodes, the eight 
instruments of vision, the eight deities and the eight beings. I ask you of that Being who is to be known 
only from the Upaniṣads, who definitely projects those beings and (again) withdraws them into Himself, 
and who is at the same time transcendent. If you cannot clearly tell me of Him, your head shall fall off.’ 
Śākalya did not know Him; his head fell off; and robbers snatched away his bones, mistaking them for 
something else.[3 - 9 - 26]
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Example :

• There is water in Hindi, in Tamil will mean the same.

• If words are based on Sruti Pramanam, can give Aparoksha Jnanam.

• Purva Pakshi – contention is Anubhava Viruddham.

• Not acceptable.

• Our experience in Ayurveda Granthas – Upaveda.

• Ayur Veda Ukte Roga – Nidhana Sthana – Disease diagnosis.

• Uses Nadi to see deficiency in Vata, Pita, Kapah – Pradhana Doshas.

• Aushudam Medicines and Pathyam given.
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Original Text :

• Ayurveda Upaveda.

• Ashtanga Hridayam, Dashamoola Dhyitham, based on Granthas.

• Knowledge from Pramanam in any language is equally valid.

• Shabda Pramanam reveals Jivatma Paramatma Aikyam.

• It may be Vichara Sagara, Smrithi, Sruti.

• Even in Paurusheya Granthas knowledge will arise.

• Vyasa composed Gita, Brahma Sutra, 18 Puranas.

• If it does not produce Jnanam, he won’t write.

• Muni – Author of Smrithi.

• Narada Maharishi wrote Bhakti Sutras.

• Brahma Nishtas used their words to express Aikyam.

• Contents belong to Vedanta not own research work.

• Content extracted from Upanishad.

• Gita and Brahma Sutras – Vedanta Artha Vada Anuvadakyayi.

Patanjali Vyasa

- Yoga Sutra
- Dvaita Philosophy

- Brahma Sutra
- Advaita Philosophy
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• Both are Laukika Shabda Pramanam.

• Nyaya, Veiseshika Sutras from other Rishis.

Brahma Sutra :

By this the Yoga philosophy is (also) refuted. [II – I – 13]

• We accept Ashtanga Yoga Sadhanam but not Yoga Darshanam which talks of Jiva – Jiva 
Bheda, Jiva- Ishvara Bheda, Jiva – Anatma Bheda.

• Brahma Sutra alone is in agreement with Upanishad.

• Brahma Sutra – Chapter 2, Smriti Prakaranam.

• Advitiya Brahmatma Vidya = Jivatma – Paramatma Aikyam.

Gita :

Know me as the knower of the field in all fields, O Bharata. Knowledge of the field as also of the Knower of
the field is considered by Me to be My knowledge. [Chapter 13 - Verse 3]
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• Without Upanishad no Shastra Aikya Jnanam.

• If other books of Rishis can’t give this Jnanam then their efforts will be useless.

• Smrithi Bashya compositions will be useless.

• Vyasa wrote Gita, but if you can’t claim Aikyam, efforts will be useless.

• Any text book written by any author in any language, if content is Jivatma / Paramatma 
– Aikyam, then valid.

• You are whole should be the message, then treat it as Upanishad.

• Content important, not author, language.

• Upanishadam Avirodhena – if content is without contradicting Upanishad teaching, 
then any language is acceptable.

Kshetrajna Mam – Paramatma

- Jivatma - Is Paramatma Iti Vidhhi.

Buddha

As Philosophy taughtAs Avatara

- Not acceptable
- Words contradict

- Worship
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Mandukya Upanishad :

• Gaudapada rejects Vaibhashika, Sautrantika, Madhyamika, Kshanika Buddhist and 
what he says is in line with Vedic teaching.

• Don’t be intimidated by personality, popularity.

• Teaching must align with Sruti Yukti, Anubhava and reveal Jivatma / Paramatma –
Aikyam.

• Both Laukika and Veidika Bashyams valid.

Revision (93) :

3 topics over

Sishya Lakshanam Shastra VicharaGuru Lakshanam

- Laukika Veidika Shabda 
Granthas ok

• Teaching must be keeping in line with original Upanishads.

4th Topic : Guru Susrusha, Seva :

• Integral part of Sadhana.
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Gita :

• How Guru Seva is done?

• Read Guru Geeta, understand spirit not the letters, see attitude behind.

Humility, unpretentiousness, Non-injury, forgiveness, uprightness, service to the teacher, purity,
steadfastness self-control…[Chapter 13 - Verse 8]
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Topic 115 :

• Brahmavit Jnani is one whose words are as good as Veda itself.

• Jingyasa starts Seva to Brahmavitu Guru.
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• Guru observes sees whether Sishya is interested in 5 Jnanam, Moksha, has Sraddha in 
Shastras.

• Guru attracted to such a disciple.

• Sishya gets Aparoksha Jnanam.

• Namaskara increases Sadhana Chatustaya Sampatti, Sraddha.

• Through Adrishta Punyam get Chitta Shuddhi, Jnana Yogyata.

Mundak Upanishad :

Puja to Deity Guru Seva

- Get only Punyam, Chitta Shuddhi.
- Dharma, Adharma get Drishta

Phalam.
- Eat, Hunger goes, Sakshat Drishta

Phalam

- Get Jnanam + Moksha
- Jnana Yogyata and Jnanam.
- Drishta Phalam = Teaching
- Adrishta Phalam = Punyam.
- Intermediary stage is Punya – Papam, 

Adrishtam.

Whatever sphere the man of purified nature desires, whatever objects he fixes his heart upon, he obtains
those worlds and those objects. Therefore, he who is desirous of prosperity should honour the man of
Self-realization. [III – I – 10]
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• Talks of Drishta Phalam.

• Idea borrowed from Mundak Upanishad.

He who knows that Supreme Brahman becomes Brahman, and in his line (family), none who knows not the
Brahman will ever be born. He crosses grief; crosses sin, and being free from the knots-of-the-heart,
becomes immortal. [III – II – 9]

Mundak Upanishad :
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• How should one serve Guru?

• By mere sight, do Sashtanga Namaskara.

• Whatever be dress worn, ground condition.

• Dust from his feet put on his head… sacred.

• Sishya interested in freedom from Samsara, desperate seeker of Moksha, lives in 
Gurukulam, renouncing family, takes life of Brahmacharyam.

• All his possessions handed over to Guru.

• How?

Topic 116 :
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• Make full day available to Guru.

• No other work is there other than Agnya of Guru.

• Sharira Arpanam is dedication of time.

Topic 117 :
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• Nava Vidha Bhakti shown towards Guru.

• Sishya craving for his grace.

Topic 118 :

Guru is Trimurthi

Vishnu ShivaBrahma
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• Never analyse Guru and his activity, No Dosha Guna division seen.

I. Gurus presence = Vishnu

II. Angry with Indiscipline of Sishya = Shiva

III. Active = Brahma

IV. Shanta = See as Ganga

V. Teaching and removing ignorance = Like Surya Bhagavan removing darkness.

• Rays of Guru, removing darkness of Sishya.

Serve Guru

- After Jnanam worship 
Guru as expression of 
Gratitude.

- Before Jnanam

• Keep form of Guru in the heart.

• Do Guru Dhyanam in Bajans.
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Topic 119 :

• Guru has Shariram because of Prarabda Karma .

• Every human being has Guna and Dosha except Bhagavan.

• Because of Sadhana, Guru Predominately Satvic and has Virtues.

• Guru has weakness.

• Sishya sees only his Gunas not Doshas.

• If he sees Dosha, will loose respect for him and the teaching, will not get the 
knowledge.

• Buddhi sees both Guna and Dosha, discriminating ability, natural.

• We have choice over Dosha Darshanam but have choice in Dosha Kathanam.

• Don’t do Dosha Anucharanam.

• If he is not fit for Guru, withdraw and pray, don’t talk of Doshas.
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Topic 120 :

• Dhanam = All possessions, wife, son, land, assistants – grains 

2 meanings

If Guru is GrihastaIf Guru Sanyasi

Dhana Arpanam

- Give your land- Sishya goes to Guru as Sanyasi, 
renouncing everything.

- Guru Poornaha doesn’t need 
any wealth.



• If Guru has Ashrama, Sishya can give his property.

• Wife can serve Ashrama according to capacity.

• Ashrama can absorb people and possessions.

• Janaka did that to Yagnavalkya.

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

1200
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Jnani Grihastas :

• Vasishta, Vishwamitra, Yajnavalkya, Uddalaka, Rama, Krishna.

Of the sage (who is identified with the vital force), the east is the eastern vital force, the south the
southern vital force, the west the western vital force, the north the northern vital force, the direction
above the upper vital force, the direction below the nether vital force, and all the quarters the different
vital forces. This self is That which has been described as ‘Not this, not this,’ ‘It is imperceptible, for It is
never perceived; undecaying, for It never decays; unattached, for It is never attached; unfettered—It never
feels pain, and never suffers injury. You have attained That which is free from fear, O Janaka,’ said
Yājñavalkya. ‘Revered Yājñavalkya,’ said Emperor Janaka, ‘may That which is free from fear be yours, for
you have made That which is free from fear known to us. ‘Salutâtions to you! Here is this (empire of)
Videha, as well as myself at your service!’ [4 - 2 - 4]
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Topic 121 :

• Sishya joins Ashrama or stays nearby.

• Takes Biksha once a day, feeds teacher first.

• In Brahmacharya and Sanyasa – Biksha allowed.

• Nothing else in the mind, except Shastra.
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• Pray to Guru with empty mind and does Namaste to Guru.

• How Namaste is done?

Vivekchoodamani :

• Eh Guru, you are the only shelter for me.

• Be gracious to me and save me from bondage of Samsara.

• Unconditionally Guru teaches if Sishya has Punyam.

• Uttama Guru teaches Uttama Sishya.

• Nirathishayam Kalyanam Jayetu.

• Guru will give Mangalam, Moksha.

• Guru will be able to give Sadhana Chatustaya Sampatti, Jnanam and Moksha.

• Guru is Brahman, will make Sishya Brahman.

O Master, O friend of all who reverently surrender unto thee, thou ocean of mercy, I salute thee; save me,
fallen as I am into this sea of worldly existence, with a direct glance from thy eyes which shower nectarine
Grace Supreme.[ Verse 35]
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• After serving Guru, day and night – when Guru stands, Sishya never sits, Sishya goes 
behind while walking, eats afterwards, sleeps later, wakes before.

• Guru Gita - Book by RK Mission.

• Attitude most important.

• Guru helps Sishya to become Brahman

• Therefore do Sravanam of 4th Chapter of Vicahra Sagar.

Revision – Chapter 3 (94) :

Sishya gets

Drishta PhalamAdrishta Phalam

- Jnanam comes
- Sishya becomes Brahman by 

grace of Guru.

- By Namaskara, Kama, Krodha, 
goes, Sadhana Chatustaya 
Sampatti attained.

Topics 

Sishya Lakshanam Guru SevaGuru Lakshanam
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Gita : Chapter 13

Humility, unpretentiousness, Non-injury, forgiveness, uprightness, service to the teacher,
purity, steadfastness self-control…[Chapter 13 - Verse 8]

• Acharya Upasanam – commentary here.

2 Benefits

Drishta PhalamAdrishta Phalam

Jnana PraptiJnana Yogyata Prapti

• Nishchaladasa places Guru in higher pedestal than Ishvara.
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Slokas :

I)

• Veda Mata (words of Upanishads / Vedas) is Anxious about wrong interpretation.

• Itihas + Purana also give Vedic Teaching.

• 4 definitions of Atma in Vishnu Puranam.

• Yatchapnoti, Yatchaddate….

• Vishnu Purana highly Vedantic work by Parachara Maharishi.

• All Puranas by Veda Vyasa.

Guru Definition :

Guru Gita :

(This knowledge) is difficult to obtain in the three worlds. Listen to it. I will reveal it to you. Brahman is 
nothing other than the Guru. O beautiful one, this is the truth. This is the truth. [Verse 21]
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Sashtanga Namaskara :

8 Limbs :

• 2 feet, 2 hands, 2 thighs, one head, chest.

• See with eyes, words, Mind.

• Falls like stump of long tree.

• Nava Vidha Bhakti.

Navavidha :

• (1) Sravanam, (2) Keertanam, (3) Smaranam, (4) Pada Sevanam, (5) Archanam, 
(6) Vandanam, (7) Dasyam, (8) Sakyam, (9) Atma Nivedanam. (Surrender of Ahamkara)
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Gita :

• Sharanagathi to Advaita Jnanam is Atma Nivedana Rupa Sharanagati.

• Atma here is Ahamkara offered to the Lord.

• Aham and Mama are removed.

• Without Aham and Mama, I remain as Jnani Bhakta.

• I, means Asanga Asamsari Atma.

• Atma Nivedanam can happen only through Aham Brahma Asmi Jnanam.

• Elaborate commentary of Shankara on Chapter 18 – Verse 66.

• Normally, Nava Vidha Bhakti is in context of Ishvara Bhakti.

• Nishchaladasa quotes Nava Vidha Bhakti towards Guru.

• Worship Guru, Vedanta, Ishvara throughout life.

Abandoning all Dharmas, (Of the body, Mind and intellect), take refuge in me alone; I will
liberate thee, from all sins; grieve not. [Chapter 18 - Verse 66]
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Adau – Jnana Sidhyartham :

• Initially worship 3 for sake of gaining Jnanam.

Pashchat :

• Later after gaining Jnanam, I am Jnani, Nitya Mukta, claim confidentially within myself.

• Then Namaskara for Krutagnakta Ishvara to remove ingratitude.

Ishvara

Brings person with Artha, Artharthi
to Guru, person becomes Jingyasu

Guru takes Sishya to Vedanta

Binna Ishvara

Vedanta Jnanam by Guru

End with Abinna Ishvara

1st Stage :

2nd Stage :

3rd Stage :

• Krutagnakta Nivritti = Expression of gratitude.
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Krutagnyata Prakatanam :

• I am grateful for giving all Purusharthas.

• Moksha includes 4 Purusharthas.

2nd Version of Namaskara :

• Gratitudinal Namaskara.


